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NCI Live Broadcasting 

4th June, the Confucius Institute together with Global Recruitment 
Office conducted an online live broadcasting on learning Mandarin at 
UNNC. Seren Hu and Yona Yuan as the representatives of the 
Mandarin teachers of the CI presented the HSK test, HSK training 
courses and the courses aiming to serve the daily life in China. They 
also showed some colorful cultural events which aimed to help the 
international students learn about China and its people from a 
different perspective. Viola Ye from the Global Engagement Office 

said, the talk hit the highest number of live show audiences for this episode and the end of the 
day, it had reached over 500 audiences on Facebook.  The video is available now in the link: 
https://www.facebook.com/unncglobal/videos/3215642105122579/ 

Chinese Talent Showcase 

Mandarin learners for HSK 4 had 
a special Chinese talent show. 
Being unable to meet with each 
other, they either wrote article or 
designed poster in Chinese to call 
for a raise of awareness to protect 
the earth.  

 

Summer course for registration 

The Mandarin course in the summer term is still open for registration. Two types of classes 

are available i.e. the face to face private course and online course with unlimited access. 

Please find the detailed information in the table below and let us know your request via email 

confucius.institute@nottingham.edu.cn  
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Update about HSK tests 

14th June, NCI Ningbo held the by time largest scale of HSK test in this 

semester. Due to the Covid-19, tests in March, April and May were all 

postponed to June. As a consequence, 57 students which almost reached 

the top capacity of our test site sat the exam. Thanks to the great help from 

Security and Safety Office and IT Services, the test was operated smoothly 

and successfully. It is anticipated that the number of candidates in July and August will very 

probably reach our full capacity, thus if one needs a certificate urgently, please register the test as 

early as possible. 

Link to register a computer based test with us: http://www.chinesetest.cn/getkdinfo.do?
id=40969938 

Nottingham Confucius Institute China Ningbo Branch 

Email: confucius.institute@nottingham.edu.cn Address: 451-2 Trent Building | Uni-

versity of Nottingham Ningbo China 199 East Taikang Road | Ningbo China 315100 

Tel: +86(0)574 88180000-8340    
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